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I wish I had a time machine because I’d go back ten
years and give myself such great writing advice.
I always knew I would write a book one day. I spent
years writing the beginnings of books but never
finished them. I finally sat down and drafted my first
complete manuscript while on maternity leave with
my third child. It wasn’t easy to coordinate all three
kids’ naps to create moments to write, but I did it. I
had my novel drafted and I hoped it was great.
Spoiler alert, it wasn’t.
That amazing book that was exploding in my mind
with all of its twists and turns just didn’t come
together on the page. I’d been a business executive
for twenty years. My grammar and spelling were top
notch. But something was missing.
I didn’t give up. I was determined to do my book
justice and so I took courses from some of the best
writers, editors, and agents in the industry. I
volunteered in my local writing community and
listened keenly to those who had gone before. I got
feedback on my work. I learned and became
fascinated with the science behind how words on the
page become a story to readers. Finally, my debut
Young Adult Fantasy novel, The Fountain, was
published and went on to sell thousands of copies and
become a Finalist for an Aurora Award, Canada’s
premier science fiction and fantasy award. 
I was asked to speak, teach, and tour in schools, but I
was working around the clock and had to choose
between my job as a Vice President, Operations for a
products company and taking the leap into 
ALL THINGS WRITING.
I leaped and I haven’t looked back. But I never could
have predicted what would come next.
Writers asked me to read their work.
I shared what I’d learned and their books got better.
I became an editor.
Writers then asked me to help them get their newest
book projects started and provide them with regular
feedback on their drafts, or help them build their
author presence.

I can’t wait to share this course with writers
everywhere and to celebrate, I am teaching a FREE
Writing Masterclass that you’re all invited to. In this
all-new Masterclass, available in February, I’ll share
the three problems most writers have with their
manuscripts, offer tips on how to fix them, and share
the details of my upcoming Bootcamp.
Writing, like any passion worth pursuing, takes time
to learn. But I can help you skip at least part of the
learning curve. You have a story to tell and you want
to do it well. Taking this Masterclass is your first
step to making your next book one that readers will
love.
      See you there! 

That is why I created Wicked Good Fiction
Bootcamp. This eight-week digital course, available
in March 2021, will include all the best writing advice
I share with my book coaching clients, as well as tips
from other gurus of the writing industry. 

I discovered that I loved helping them follow their
dreams. That is how I became a Book Coach.
Through the community I had built, I met my first
publisher, my publicist, and finally, my wonderful
agent. I published two more books. I am now an
Author Accelerator Advanced Certified Book Coach
and I hear from writers every single day who want to
know how they can take their writing to the next
level. And I want to help them all.
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Skip the Writer’s Learning Curve!

REGISTER FOR  FREE

WRITING MASTERCLASS
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1. Get Enough Exercise and Movement 
One of my favorite ways to get in some exercise is to
start my day with rebounding. Not only is it fun to do
but it is also gentle on the joints. In the afternoon, I
enjoy going outside for a walk. Other suggestions for
getting in some exercise include going for a run or
hike, weight lifting, ice skating, cross-country skiing,
and playing tennis. 

2. Have Healthy Food and Snacks on Hand
Apples and cheese or almond butter, vegetables and a
dip, or a huge, colorful salad for lunch and dinner are
all examples of healthy and delicious foods. By filling
your pantry and kitchen with food ingredients that
are good for you and full of flavor, vitamins, and
nutrients, it will keep you fueled to continue writing.

Taking care of your health and heart by creating a
healthy home office environment and sticking to
wellness-supporting habits is important if you
want to reach your goals. By taking care of you –
through such things as exercising, reducing stress,
and eating plenty of fresh veggies and fruits – you
will have more energy and strength to achieve
your plans.

Creating a Heart-Healthy 
Space and Routine
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Lavender
Peppermint
Orange
Tea tree 
Eucalyptus

3. Keep the Drinks Going 
Staying hydrated is important. Make sure to drink
enough glasses of water throughout the day. Some
ways to remind yourself to drink enough water are to
have a water bottle or glass on your desk to take sips
while you work or set a timer that once every half
hour or hour you will take a five-minute break to go
and drink a glass of water. To change things up, drink
tea, smoothies, lemon water, matcha latte, turmeric
latte, and healthy – or healthier – versions of hot
chocolate and apple cider.

4. Clean and Fresh Air 
If your home office has windows, open them on a
daily basis to let the fresh air in. 
To add a pleasant scent in your work area, consider
using an air diffuser. Add one to three drops each of
your favorite essential oils. Examples of essential oils
you could use include:

In addition to giving a pleasant scent, the use of
essential oils can have other benefits such as being
more relaxed or receiving a boost of energy.

continued on next page
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If implementing the above all at once would be
overwhelming, then choose one or two items which
are of particular interest to you and start with that.
To make it more fun to stay on track with creating a
heart-healthy space and routine, ask a friend or
family member to join you and check in with each
other in order to build accountability. In taking steps
to help you realize your health objectives, ensure
that they are manageable so that you will follow
through on them.

The Home Office

One of my favorite books about writing is The
Artist's Way, by Julia Cameron.
Morning Pages are a Tool to coax and ignite our
creativity and break through our internal censor,
allowing our artist brain to play on the page.

HOW TO DO THE MORNING PAGES? 
"Three pages of whatever crosses your mind--that's
all there is to it. If you can't think of anything to
write, then write, 'I can't think of anything to write'.
Do this until you have filled three pages."
Why bother with Morning Pages? Morning pages
get us to the other side of our logic brain; our fear,
our negativity, our moods. Above all, they get us
beyond our Censor. 

 Is your writing blocked?
Try Morning Pages...

If you are located in an area where there is a higher
level of pollution outdoors, then you may want to
consider acquiring an indoor air cleaner such as an
AirDoctor or add indoor plants to purify the air. Some
preferred indoor plants are peace lily, spider plant,
and Kalanchoe.

5. Rest and Relax
Make sure to take the time to relax and recharge as
this is good for your heart, too. Do yoga or stretches,
meditate, keep a journal, get a massage, or watch a
favorite movie on a regular basis. There are many
ways to release stress from your mind and body. By
taking the time to unwind, you will return to your
home office – and to your writing – with new ideas
and ready to do work which will help you reach your
goals.

http://custommarketing.ca/


Having fellow writers and professionals read and
critique your work is a necessary step on the way to
publication, but hearing all that is wrong with the
words you poured your heart and soul into can feel
stressful and disheartening. It doesn’t have to be this
way. When you embrace the critique with resilience
(the capacity to recover quickly from difficulties), a
possibly stressful situation can turn into a learning
opportunity and launch you onto the path to
becoming a better writer.

Here are ten tips on how to receive critique with
resilience:

1. Listen to Learn 
Really listen to the comments offered. You don’t have
to agree with what is said, but pay attention and let
the commenter finish. Don’t try to rebut the
criticism.
Instead, listen for the underlying issue.
For example, a reader might say, “The main character
should have told her husband she was leaving for a
work trip. That seemed out of character for her and
it confused me.” You know she did tell her husband
in chapter 3 (you wrote a whole scene about it), but
pointing that out and arguing about it will not be
helpful. Recognize what the reader is really saying is
that she was confused.
Make note of that scene and revisit the dialogue,
action, and description. Can you clarify it?
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10 Tips for Receiving Critique 
with Resilience
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continued on next page

2. Ask for Specifics
Attempt to identify the basic concern by asking for
specific examples and using probing questions.
For  example, a reader says, “I didn’t like chapter 4.”
Initially, he may not know why that chapter didn’t
work for him, but by asking for details and specifics,
you can often uncover the issue. Identifying specifics
will help you focus on strategies to make it better
and avoid the same issue in the future.

3. Pick Out the Positives
Focusing on negative comments can be exhausting.
Listen to the positive comments to buoy you up.
Remember your strengths as a writer and the things
you are good at. Don’t be afraid to ask the reader
what they liked about the manuscript.
One way to focus on the positive is to change
negative critique to a positive criticism.
For example, your reader says, “Your hero shouldn’t
be so wimpy.” Rephrase this comment to, “My hero
will be more effective when he takes stronger
action.”

4. Look for Truths
Readers sometimes have a lot to say. Keep what is
true (even if it hurts), and throw out what isn’t. If two
or three readers in your beta reading group bring up
the same issue, it’s probably something that needs
editing. The truth about your writing may be hard to
take, but if you go in to the critique process with an
open mind and ready to listen, the comments will be
easier to process.



5. Don’t Take it Personally
Try to remember that the critique is about your
words, not you as a person. This is incredibly
difficult to do as there’s often a part of you in your
characters and stories. This takes a lot of patience
and practice, but will improve the critique process
immensely if you can recognize this fact.
There may be times when you receive personal
attacks, especially on social media. Please try to
ignore these. They are neither constructive nor
beneficial in improving your writing. 
Prepare mentally for hearing critique. Removing as
much emotion as possible beforehand will smooth
the critique process and help you to be more
collected and rational as you digest the information.

6. Consider the Source
Asking these questions will help you determine
whether to validate the proffered criticism or not:
·  Who is giving the criticism? What is their
experience? (i.e. Literary professional, writer, editor,
friend, family member, social media commenter).
·  Are they coming from a position of wanting to help
or to harm? Again, ignore personal attacks or
remarks.
·   Would you ask advice of this person?
·   Was the critique sought out or unsolicited?
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10 Tips for Receiving Critique With Resilience 
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7. Opinions
Creative works are subjective. Some people just
won’t like your writing style or genre.
They may not like a character or plot point or any
number of things that you have written. That’s okay
and it doesn’t mean your writing is bad. People will
always have opinions on your work and remember
it’s just that – an opinion.
Don’t make major edits to your manuscript in order
to please everyone. Stay true to your own creative
vision.

8. Keep Notes and Wait
Keeping notes shows you’re listening, and helps you
to process the information. Notes are an excellent
resource to look back on when you are ready to edit.
They also help to keep the emotion of the critique
from overwhelming you.

9. Be Grateful
Recognize all the hard work it took to get to this
point. You completed a manuscript that is ready for
beta readers. Congratulations! Be grateful for the
opportunity to share your work with others. It’s
difficult to put yourself out there and humbling to
have your words analyzed. This is just the next step
toward growing into a better writer.

10. Remember it’s Part of the Process
Mistakes are a part of life. Learning to correct them
makes you better. Critique is a powerful resource to
help you improve your manuscript for the reader.
Remember, you won’t write the “perfect” story. As
Jean Renoir, the celebrated French filmmaker said,
“Perfection is an ideal. It exists only in the mind, not
in reality.” Until you learn what’s wrong with your
writing, you can’t make it better.
Critique is a necessary step to improve your writing.
When you receive critique with resilience you can
reinforce your strengths, fix your weaknesses, and
continue developing into a confident and skilled
writer.

Wait to act on your notes. Let the critique simmer for
a day or two before going back to the manuscript.
Fresh eyes and an open mind provide clarity when
working on your edits. With time, negative emotions
will settle, and revisions can proceed unhindered.



I admire Elizabeth George and her Inspector Lynley mysteries. When I saw she had penned a book, On
Writing, I was sure I’d find the key. Writing in her style or even setting a book in Great Britain wasn’t my goal;
I wanted to know how she did it.
It turned out to be disturbingly easy. You just needed bum glue. Derrière in desk chair, once
there, open your computer and write. What if nothing comes to mind? It doesn’t matter; you stay glued to
your chair and you work. You brain storm and make notes. You stay until you accomplish some writing and
you keep at it.
Stretching your legs, getting another coffee, and checking your email don’t count. Bum is in place and you
write.

 February 2021

Elizabeth George’s bum in chair made sense. Unfortunately, my
brand of bum glue is more like the stuff Dr. Spencer Silver
invented for 3M in 1968. He came up with a low tack adhesive that
stuck weakly to surfaces but could be re-positioned many times.
Post-it Notes are the result; they can be removed and
repositioned many times. Weak bum glue has no such advantage.
When you struggle through and manage to produce a novel’s first
draft, you better stock up on bum glue. That first spewing of text
onto the screen is filled with inconsistencies, grammatical errors,
typos, and mis-spellings. Characters change their interests or
their eye colour. The timeline doesn’t make sense. If you don’t
stay in the chair and work even harder, all you’ll ever have is a
pukey, unpublishable mishmash of words.
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A Quest for the Secret 
to 

Writing Success

I embarked on a quest for the secret to writing success. I bought books, magazines, and sought out
workshops. I became a workshop Junkie, attending whenever I could. I earned the title of Queen of the
First Chapter for my multiple false starts. I knew there must be a secret that would lead me to author a
best-selling novel. I kept looking and with a persistence I hadn’t applied to writing, I discovered it. 

My writing group burst into gales of laughter when I explained this revelation and for a few meetings, all one
had to do was mention bum glue to lighten the mood. Despite the hilarity, we all struggled with getting words
on the page, even when we had time and we recognized the truth of the cute phrase. 

continued on next page

By Linda White
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Linda White lives in east central Alberta. 
Her interests include writing, reading, camping and gardening. Her
grandchildren are her greatest joy although she appreciates her two
spoiled dogs for keeping her fit. She has just finished a re-write of her
current novel.

Stifle the desire to defend the golden prose and the passages that don’t further the story. You don’t have to
change everything, but you might need help. If a member of your writers’ group or a beta reader finds
problems, listen with objectivity.
And then? Bum glue, more bum glue. If you inherited a weak adhesive, be hopeful. The glue is there and needs
a bit of help. Perhaps a person doesn’t want a crazy glue that sticks you to your chair so well, you refuse
refreshment, and forget to shower. Apply the bum glue. Let it do its work, stay in the chair until some writing
has been accomplished. Then and only they, can you allow the adhesive to release. 
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A Quest for the Secret to Writing Success

Now that I know the secret is to get in the chair and work, I have finished a re-write on a novel. I have a
trusted writer who has reviewed it while I give it a little distance. When I get back to it, I know there’ll still be
work to do. It isn’t perfect, perhaps it will never be published but it will be properly finished. And yes, I’ve
ordered another couple of liters of bum glue.

APRIL WRITING PROMPT

Write a 150 word story in the seasonal
genre. It's about an unsuccessful
policeman and should include a pen.
Also use the sentence 'I don't want to
ask for too much.' Bonus prompt: Your
character is hated by everyone.

Try this writing prompt and submit your story for the April issue. Submissions will be accepted until
February 30th. I will be publishing only one story in the magazine but I will include all other qualifying
submissions on the Opal Writers' website!
As an added bonus, I will be mentioning your story on my Facebook Page and Group (Writers Time).
Have fun and I look forward to your story!
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Valentine's Day
Writing Prompt

It is February 14, Valentine’s Day. Couples around the
world are celebrating their love for one another,
while I am all by myself, wondering if I ever will
understand the true meaning of love, if love will ever
possess my being in its totality.
And it is then that a binary star system, locked in an
eons-long dance, twirls down from the sky into my
front yard. Even in their dying moments they can’t
bear to be parted and are continuing the cosmic
tango.
Faint strains of “Pas de deux” float from someone’s
window. I have always found this music so poignantly
tragic, suffused with inconsolable sorrow. Only now
is it clear to me what tragedy it was presaging.
The celestial romance of a billion years, that mocks
and trivializes all earthly declarations of eternal love,
is coming to an end. If you combined the love of all
the couples in the world on this special day, it would
be but an infinitesimal iota of the passion these two
stars have for one another. So attuned have they
become to each other’s needs and desires that the
slightest change in the mood of one is instantly felt
and responded to by the other, even when separated
by boundless oceans of emptiness.
I realize how futile human love is; so transitory,
fickle, arbitrary, erratic, obeying no law of Man or
Nature, following unknown, nay, unknowable rules,
stubbornly moving along its own inflexible course.
I am convinced that I am destined to be forever
alone, for we all pass each other momentarily, then
continue along our divergent paths. The most I can
hope for is fleeting contact, a feeble reflection of that
cosmic tango, with another being.
Now I finally understand the true meaning of love: it
has no meaning at all.

A BINARY FANTASY
By Boris Glikman

Sometimes
By Donald Harry Roberts

Tanya Zelinsky finished the romance novel she had
just bought. The cover and the title inspired the
purchase. Then she closed the book and with a long
sad whisper she said, “It never happens that way.”
She went to bed.
Light from the street lamp caused shadows to dance
across the bedroom ceiling. Tanya was amused that
the images, dancing shadows reminisced the
characters still vivid in her mind from the closing
paragraphs of the novel. She was watching them whirl
and swirl when her eyes closed, it seemed, on their
own.
Now it was not just shadows dancing on the ceiling.
They had taken form and it was her, and Mark in a
graceful, magical ballet. But then, even as it was
growing into the perfection of heart-born love the
scene changed and her soldier boy disappeared into
the mist at the edge of a dream, away to some
forsaken place shrouded in uncertainty.
Now Tanya, dressed for a gala without joy, danced
alone among a garden of roses. A single tear trickled
down her cheek.
The click of a door latch woke her. She opened her
eyes slowly to find the silhouette of her soldier boy
standing in the door way.
“A dream. No. He’s is real.” Tanya whispered as she
climbed out of bed and ran into his waiting arms.
Mark put his finger to her chin and lifted her head so
that their eyes met. In a soft wistful voice he said,
“Tanya. My Sweet Valentine.” Then he kissed her with
a warmth she knew would never end.
At last she pulled away only an inch, and said joyfully,
“But sometimes it does happen that way.” And they
kissed the kiss only true hearts can know.
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It only took 61 of my 67 years on planet earth to find
myself and now that I have, it’s wonderful. I have
discovered who and what I am and what I wish to
share with the wide, wide world. As soon as my life
accomplishments are fulfilled I am getting the heck
outa Dodge, but not too soon I hope...I have a mess
load of stories yet to write. 

BORIS GLIKMAN is a writer, poet and philosopher
from Melbourne, Australia. His stories, poems and
non-fiction articles have been published in various
online and print publications, as well as being
featured on national radio and other radio
programs. 
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During the 1991 Desert Storm war I was stationed in
Germany at an Army hospital. Trained for front line
surgical nursing and then being placed in a totally
different nursing situation was a trial of anxiety and
unending stress.
There was, also adding to the misery, day after day
of cold and snow like this Texas girl had never seen
before. I don’t think we saw the sun the entire time I
was there.
I took to walking everywhere to ease the anxiety and
fill the time that otherwise would have been nothing
but work and endless worry for my son. I missed him
and the rest of my family beyond words.
In 1991, we had no cell phones, no face to face
calling, no email. We rarely received letters or phone
calls.
On Valentine’s Day, I walked from one base to
another across town. At the entry gate I stopped and
unbundled enough to show my ID. A young sentry,
who was probably about eighteen, looked at my ID
and started to cry.
As he saluted me he said, “Captain, may I give you a
hug? I miss my mom so much.” I told him of course
he could and how much I missed my son.
There in the middle of our war, standing in the snow
and dreary cold, we hugged as a mother and son,
and shared a few tears wishing for home.

The blood
oozing from 

 
the flesh are my tears.
Tears want to portray 

my hunger for you,
you being my soulmate.

Soulmates are never apart,
apart from people who 

are jealous and obnoxious.
 

The seasoning of your 
love savours me perfect,

perfect while walking 
down the aisle with 

you ever,
ever would I want to 

vacate your heart,
 

hearts get gratified 
when emotions compile

each other’s arms,
arms around each other 

trigger the intimacy 
forever and ever!
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Valentine's Day
Writing Prompt

Elizabeth M. Vansyckle

A Desert Storm 
Valentine's Day Akanksha Agarwal 

Poetry & Prose

Poem Untitled

Elizabeth Vansyckle is a retired hospice nurse, as
well as an Army Veteran. ...Through her own losses
and those she was privileged to be a part of in her
career, Elizabeth has seen and experienced many
paths to healing. Writing stories and prose shows
her journey with rich and loving roads to follow.
Roads in her hospice stories, her children’s book
about being different and now artistic journals. 

Akanksha Agarwal is a multifaceted artist -- a
poet, dancer, singer, painter, musician and a
home- maker par excellence. She gleefully
embraces the diverse experiences and
perspectives of life and pours it out in her
creative pursuits. They spread an aura of
happiness and love.
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XENIA DAVYDOVA 
(Pen name Dannais dde Daneann, Axinia Davydova,
Xena von Davydoff) is an illustrator, photographer,
painter, writer and poet. Recognized in Marquis Who's
Who since 2012 (as Xenia D. Davydova (her official
name)).  

In 2012-2014 Xenia was a member of International
Guild of Writers (Internationale Schriftstellergilde).  
Xenia illustrates in different genres for printed books,
e-books, book covers, magazines, albums, websites, 
T-shirts, wall prints and more. Her techniques are not
only photographic illustrations with digital
manipulation, but also real hand-drawn ones on high
quality paper with watercolors, gouache, charcoal,
pencils and others.
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Every month we will feature a
business or service for authors

and writers!

https://fineartamerica.com/profiles/danna
is-ddedaneann
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Book cover; Bad-Good-Guy

boys-dreams
Lublin_watercolor-abandoned-house

stylized-life-silver-tea-set fatal-vamp-mystic

https://fineartamerica.com/profiles/dannais-ddedaneann
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ARTICLES 
We recommend that articles be no
longer than 1200 words in length. 
An article does not promote any
product, service, or brand and does not
have any logos or business links in it.
Please note that your business name
will not appear in your byline. 

SHORTS, QUIZZES
Shorts are compact, concise,
information condensed down into 200
words.

FILLER 
Filler content such as tips and snippets
for entertainment or information
purposes.

FICTION AND POETRY
We are accepting submissions for short
stories and prose.

Email your submissions to:
opalpublishing.calgary@gmail.com
Editorial Deadline: 30th of February for
the April issue.
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Submissions Advertise

Full Page $75

Half Page $53

Quarter Page $42

Eighth Page $21

AD SIZES AND PRICES

ADVERTORIAL PACKAGES

Our advertorial packages allow you to

promote your business or service in

an article with logos, links, and

business byline. 

600-Word Package $50

1200-Word Package $89

Prices are per month.

To Advertise - opalpublishing.calgary@gmail.com  



www.OpalPublishing.ca


